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2022 Key trends
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Bottled Water in Thailand

KEY DATA FINDINGS
2022 DEVELOPMENTS

A return to more active lifestyles benefits sales of bottled water
Functional bottled water continues to win over health conscious consumers
Premium products benefit from return of inbound tourists

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

Functional bottled water is set to remain the most dynamic category over the forecast period
Domestic manufacturers dominate bottled water
Repositioning of still natural mineral bottled water to reach a wider audience
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Carbonates in Thailand

KEY DATA FINDINGS

2022 DEVELOPMENTS

Sugar tax continues to impact carbonates
Price rises put the brakes on growth
Carbonates recovery supported by the lifting of COVID-19 measures

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

Zero sugar products likely to remain in focus as Thailand prepares for a further hike in its sugar tax in 2023
Functional benefits could add value and novelty to an otherwise mature category
New brand engaged in aggressive marketing strategy
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KEY DATA FINDINGS

2022 DEVELOPMENTS

Concentrates recovery driven by country reopens
Powder concentrates remains the key category
Price-sensitive consumers continue to look for the best value options

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

Pricing and health and wellness likely to be the main influences on demand over the forecast period
Nestlé investing in innovation
Small players focus on innovation to win over consumers
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Juice in Thailand

KEY DATA FINDINGS

2022 DEVELOPMENTS

Focus on health and wellness driving demand for 100% juice
Functional juice drinks help drive growth in 2022
Change in consumption after pandemic

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

Functional juice drinks on the rise
Domestic players dominate 100% juice
CP Group tapping in coconut water
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RTD Coffee in Thailand

KEY DATA FINDINGS

2022 DEVELOPMENTS

2022’s demand increases caused by country’s reopening scheme
Coffee culture continues to develop helping to fuel demand for RTD products
Rising production costs shock the market

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

Birdy injects health and wellness into products to attract current consumers
RTD coffee in PET bottles could help to refresh the category’s image
Domestic brands unlikely to challenge the dominance of Ajinomoto and Nestlé, but e-commerce could present new sales opportunities
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RTD Tea in Thailand

KEY DATA FINDINGS

2022 DEVELOPMENTS

Unhealthy image of RTD tea limits the category’s recovery in 2022
Functional ingredients present opportunities for growth
New product development helps drive demand for RTD tea

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

Players will need to invest in promoting a healthier image for their RTD tea products if they are to maintain their sales levels
Kombucha arousing consumer interest
Ichitan a leading innovator and potential growth driver
Energy Drinks in Thailand

KEY DATA FINDINGS

2022 DEVELOPMENTS

Energy drinks on the path to recovery as workers return to the workplace
Sugary taxation lightens up new development
Rising prices put pressure on volume sales, while M-150 cements its leading position

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

Co-branding becomes a key marketing strategy
E-sports offers huge potential for the growth and development of energy drinks
Osotspa launches reformulated product to add value

SPORTS DRINKS IN THAILAND

KEY DATA FINDINGS

2022 DEVELOPMENTS

Sport drinks on the slow path to recovery as life returns to relative normality
Prices surge due to the impact of Russia’s invasion of Ukraine on the global economy
Consumer perceptions of sports drinks are divisive

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

Sponsor likely to retain its dominant position in sports drinks over the forecast period
PET bottle refreshes the traditional image of sport drinks
Players will need to focus on presenting a more natural image as well as reducing the sugar content of their products
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